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Large Y-Axis VMC
Enables Complete
Machining in Single Setup
Sarro Manufacuring
problem Couldn’t machine large plates in

a single setup
solution Feeler VMP-1100S from Methods
Machine Tools
results Achieved single setups, reduced
error, increased accuracy and productivity
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aintaining accuracy when manufacturing
large parts can be a challenge, especially
when multiple setups are involved. Sarro Manufacturing in Newton, New Hampshire, encountered
this problem when manufacturing large plates
Bruce (left) and Bradd Sarro introduced the Feeler
VMP-1100S VMC into their company’s shopfloor
production in 2011. The machine has cut cycle time
on two of its largest production jobs by 30 percent.
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made primarily from aluminum. When the shop
purchased a Feeler vertical machining center from
Methods Machine Tools Inc. (Sudbury, Massachusetts), the ability to machine complete in one
setup saved Sarro both time and money as well
as increased productivity.
The 20-year-old company is owned by Bruce
Sarro and run by eight employees in a 5,600-squarefoot facility. Sarro chiefly manufactures for the
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defense, microwave and printed circuit industries
using a range of materials, including aluminum,
plastics, stainless steel, copper and brass. Its
customers demand on-time delivery to meet tight
schedules, and several require a quality rating of
97 percent or better.
In 2011, Sarro encountered a problem when
manufacturing large plates, many of which measured 20 by 20 inches and 28 by 21 inches with
thick ne s se s ra nging
from 1/8 to 1/2 inch. “The
biggest issue was not
being able to reach all
the way around our large
plates in order to
machine them in a single
s e t u p,” s a y s B r a d d
Sarro, director of operations, and Bruce’s son.
“We could only reach
so far on the Y axis, so
we had to manually flip
the part around to complete the job.”
Along with their
c apacit y limitations,
Sarro recognized that
its smaller machining
centers were not keeping up with newer, more
robust technology
available to them. For
instance, the older
machining centers had
slower spindles, and
coolant-through capability was not very powerful. Also, workholding
capability was limited.
“We were only able to
p u t t wo v i s e s i n th e
setup, which was not
enough for our large
plates,” Mr. Sarro says.
Faced with this
dilemma, Sarro turned
to Methods Machine
To o l s , i t s l o n g -t i m e
supplier. To meet the
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Sarro was able to machine this 0.25- by 6- by
2.5-inch face plate only after investing in the
Feeler machine. It now uses the VMC along with 3D
Surface Milling Technology from GibbsCAM to cut
and taper the plate.
large-plate machining requirements, Methods
recommended the Feeler VMP-1100S VMC because
of its 23.6 by 47.2-inch table that can handle a
maximum load of 3,000 pounds. To further accommodate the large parts, the VMC’s travels measure
43.3 by 24 by 23.6 inches on the X, Y and Z axes,
respectively. Its 25-hp, 15,000-rpm, 40-taper
spindle; FANUC Oi-MD control; and 1,000-psi
through-coolant capability provide sufficient
power to quickly machine the large plates.
The VMP-1100S also eliminates workholding
challenges for this job. The company now uses
four 6-inch vises to accommodate four work
coordinates. Sometimes, they even fixture on the
table without vises, Mr. Sarro says.
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The VMC’s other features include a standard
30-tool, dual swing-arm ATC; linear guideways
on the X and Y axes; and boxways on the Z axis.
According to Methods, advanced engineering on
the VMP series makes it well-suited for a variety
of precision industrial requirements. Finite element
analysis (FEA) and a reinforced A-shape Meehanite column are combined with a massive base
to increase accuracy, rigidity and stability. A fine-

grain cast iron machine structure and high-speed
servo system enable A-axis rapid traverse rates
ranging to 48 meters per minute.
After bringing the VMC online, Mr. Sarro says
he has been extremely pleased with the results.
The Feeler eliminates secondary tapping requireme nts and re move s the ne e d for multiple operation setups. “Now our plates can be done
in one shot, one setup, complete,” Mr. Sarro says.
“With the high-pressure
coolant and 15,000-rpm
spindle features, we
were able to cut machiniMachining
ing cycle time down
TechnologyWizard
on two of our largest
production jobs by 30
percent.”
Although Sarro originally purchased the
Feeler VMC with existing
applications in mind, it
has also enabled the
company to take on jobs
that previously would
Finally, a CAM system that REVOLUTIONIZES
not have been possible.
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In another applicafo
tion, Sarro needed the
Z travel on the Feeler to
Register for the LIVE Webinar at
machine end holes in a
www.solidcam.com/mms
large aluminum plate for
a support upright part
for Automatic Feeds
and Speeds
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Sarro needed the 23.6
inches of travel on the
Feeler VMC to machine
the end holes in this
large aluminum plate for
a support upright part.

that measured 2 inches thick by 14 inches long
and 8 inches wide. “To accomplish this job, we
needed some large tooling as well as sufficient
horsepower and spindle speed for the rapid material removal required. Using a ½-inch radius cutter,
the Feeler easily machined the plates within a
short cycle time with no more than 10 percent
load on the spindle,” Mr. Sarro says.
Another application required machining a
1.25-inch thick by 11.25-inch long by 6.75-inch
wide top plate with a small radius. The program
size and spindle speed were best-suited for the
Feeler machine. The company was able to leave
the job running for 8 hours of lights-out operation,
be c ause the Fe e le r is set to au tomatic a ll y
power off. This reduced labor costs and increased
productivity.
The company says that the machine provides
exceptional tolerance for smaller-part work as
well. In one of its larger-production jobs, Sarro
needed to produce a 6061 aluminum heat sink
part measuring 5 by 1 by 1 inch. To complete the
part, the company used the Feeler to run a 1/8-inch

Sarro was able to leave this top plate job running
8 hours lights-out using the Feeler machine, which
features an automatic power-off.
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end mill at 30 ipm with 300-psi through coolant
and spindle speeds of 8,000 rpm. Mr. Sarro
set up the part using four vises and the same
n u m b e r o f w o r k c o o r d i n a te s . D u e to t h e
spindle speed and powerful coolant-through
capability, the company was able to increase tool

life, he says, and cut cycle time by 30 percent.
Along with an increase in productivity, the
Feeler machine also increased reliability and
repeatability. “With glass scales, the hole-to-hole
accuracy is always dead-on, well under ±0.0005
inch on hole location repeatability,” Mr. Sarro says.
On the 6061 aluminum heat sink part, Mr. Sarro
says he was able to contour holes consistently
Methods Machine Tools Inc., call 978-443every time within ±0.0002 inch.
5388 or visit methodsmachine.com.
Although aluminum
i s th e m a i n m ate r i a l
Sarro currently machines
with the Feeler VMC,
the company recently
h a d p o s i ti ve r e s u l ts
using 316L stainless
steel for a one-off protot y p e ma nifold job.
“We tried it in aluminum
“We partnered with Henning
first with great results
and then decided to
to develop data collection
give stainless steel a
to work the way we do.”
tr y. No problem,” Mr.
Sarro says.
Using the Feeler
– Don Galbreath, Production Manager
Tuckerʼs Machine & Steel Service, Inc.
machine, Mr. Sarro says
that the company has
been able to take on new
jobs since it powered
“Finding someone to work with us was the hardest part.” When Tuckerʼs
up the machine. In fact,
could not find a stock package to meet their needs, Henning worked with
it recently accepted a
them to develop a touch-screen data collection system.
new job for a needle
Visual EstiTrackTM Shop Management-ERP software and Visual BooksTM
array plate for the bioAccounting software are complete full-featured applications - yet they can
medical industry, even
be expanded to meet your unique needs.
though it’s not the com• Estimating
• Bar Coded Data Collection
pany’s primary industry.
• Sales Orders
• Job Costing
Additionally, “We have
• Shop Orders
• Shop Kiosk System
b e e n i n c re a s i n g th e
• Scheduling
• iVET™ Mobile Application
speeds and feeds on
• Inventory/Lot Control
• Executive Dashboard
each new job without
issue,” he says.
If you are tired of hearing you can’t - Call Henning...WE CAN!
“We would not hesiFree Demo & Guided Tour - www.henningsoftware.com
tate to acquire more
Feelers when the time
330.650.4212
is right,” Mr. Sarro says.
www.henningsoftware.com
“ I t ’s c o m f o r t i n g t o
©Henning Software, Inc.
know how quickly we
can get up to speed on
Manufacturing & Accounting Solutions Since 1990
running them.”

Shop Management-ERP Software
You Can Build On.
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